The article analyzes the process, approaches and methods of revenue management in the hospitality business, changes in management and the prospects of using new approaches in revenue management in the hotel business. It is noted that the industry has a high level of services individualization, which complicates the process of data collection and processing, as well as the complexity of building an effective pricing policy. The role of pricing policy in the process of revenue management is determined, the main elements and levers of influence are defined, and the range of ethical problems in pricing for hotel services related to price discrimination is outlined. The role of enterprise income in this field as a major factor is substantiated, which influences the further possibilities of functioning and development and other indicators of efficiency. The role of revenue management policy in determining the efficiency of the activity and the possibility of its further functioning are shown. For the hospitality business to function effectively, it is important to create a revenue management system that maximizes them in the short, medium and long term, without losing customers and reputation, and tightly cont-rols timeliness and revenue. The following stages of revenue management have been noted and management decisions and consequences system identified: analysis of pre-vious periods data, taking into account past mistakes and peculiarities of the environment; development of pricing policies, taking into account segmentation and pricing discrimination; marketing decisions affecting financial and operating performance; finding ways to increase revenue; budgeting and the possibility of operational change; control over revenues; adjustment and revenue impact; comparing the values obtained with the target values. The analysis concludes that an effective revenue management system using IT technologies allows solving complex multifactor problems and to make timely decisions of managerial, organizational and financial character that directly or indirectly affect the efficiency of the hospitality business.
Problem statement. The revenue is a prerequisite for almost all businesses, because it is a source of the development, the revenue is the basis for calculating profits, financing current expenses, and tax compliance. The revenue indicates demand for products and / or services. The revenue is the basis for self-financing of an activity, but provided that its size is sufficient to cover costs and liabilities, as well as to gene-rate net income. Therefore, increasing the company's revenue contributes to improving its financial position.
The high competition, diversification of enterprises, high segmentation and rapid development of the hospitality industry lead to the urgent need for costeffective and efficient enterprise revenue management and tight control over the adherence to customer-friendly pricing policies. In such circumstances, the search for new methods and approaches to managing income and their financial justification becomes a paramount need.
The hospitality businesses in Ukraine are often faced with an insufficient level of pricing due to a number of the internal and external problems. The internal ones are often associated with small sizes and, as a consequence, the low management cost, excessive orientation on existing prices in the market without the coordination with their own characteristics, external ones are mostly related to the underdevelopment of the hospitality sector in Ukraine. Thus, the pricing policy often turns into profit management as a last resort. This approach through yield management leads to negative consequences, such as lower prices for the most places, hotel rooms and other services without the economically justifying such actions. This, in turn, leads to a decrease in the profitability. That is, businesses offer much higher discounts during off-peak periods, and the low price rising for the peak periods that they cannot always afford financially. It leads to a decrease in the level of total revenue.
Review of the last research and publications. Revenue management, also known as yield management, is an essential instrument for matching supply and demand by dividing customers into different segments based on their purchase intentions and allocating capacity to the different segments in a way that maximizes a particular firm's revenues (El Haddad, Roper & Jones, 2008). Kimes (1989) and Kimes & Wirtz (2003) define revenue management as the use of information systems and pricing strategies to provide the right service to the right customer at the right price at the right time. It places revenue management practices in the field of marketing management, where it plays a key role in demand generation (Cross, Higbie & Cross, 2009) and consumer behavior management (Anderson & Xie, 2010). Income management theory is of great benefit not only for marketing research but also more tangible for operational management (e.g. Talluri & van Ryzin, 2005) and pricing research (Shy, 2008) .
It can also be noted that most income surveys are characterized by incompleteness, that is, they highlight individual elements inherent in this category. Sometimes the approaches of different economists to the nature of income are contradictory [2, p. 203 term revenue differently. Some compare it to the costs of production plus profit, or income from sales, or cash inflows or other income, cash or tangible assets, while others understand it like economic benefits or increase assets that increase equity [2; 6] . Tasks of research. The purpose of the article is to recognize the notion of revenue management, the stages and methods of revenue management in a hospitality industry, as well as to outline the limitations, including moral ones, of using different management practices.
The basic material of research. Based on the research of scientific literature, it can be concluded that the hospitality enterprise revenue is an economic benefits, both in monetary and property terms, from its main or non-core activities, which leads to an increase in the assets or a decrease in the liabilities of the enterprise. Since revenue is an indicator of efficiency and determines the ability of the enterprise to continue the operation, it requires the establishment of an effective revenue management policy.
Revenue management of the enterprise is the part of financial management, that includes financial policies, methods, tools and decisions. Those enterprises that have a high level of organization and management are more successful than their competitors. That is, large networked hotels are often more manageable and they can control their income easier, despite their revenue complexity and dynamism, than smaller hotels and hostels. And, with laudable pricing policies, large hotels can earn revenue during the dead of season. Therefore, building a revenue management mechanism as part of a common management system is a difficult but necessary task for business executives.
First of all, it should be noted that the revenue management system must comply with such principles as: completeness of reflection, reliability, self-sufficiency, interest of owners in increasing revenue, comparability, ensuring financial stability, timeliness.
It is also necessary to identify the main factors on which the revenue management system depends:
-Pricing policy and price system; -Volume of service; -Operating expenses and additional expenses;
-Marketing policy ( fig. 1 ). The term «revenue management» is used in many enterprises to define the income management process, different methods that are suitable for allocating scarce resources, such as hotel rooms for different segments of demand (eg, business travelers or vacationers) (Ingold et al. Eds 2000) . Revenue management is based on two strategic levers:
-The capacity management (availability and duration control); -The demand-based pricing (Kimes & Chase 1998 ).
Revenue management is the application of disciplined analytics that predict consumer behavior at the micromarket levels and optimize product availability and price to maximize revenue growth. The primary aim of revenue management is selling the right product to the right customer at the right time for the right price and with the right pack. The essence of this discipline is in understanding customers' perception of product value and accurately aligning product prices, placement and availability with each customer segment [1] . Hospitality businesses face with important decisions about what services to provide, when to provide them, to whom, and at what cost. Revenue management uses data-driven tactics and strategies to solve the task of increasing revenue. The revenue management process combines data getting and operations research with strategy, understanding customer behavior, and partnerships with the sales force. Today, a finance manager should be analytics and detail oriented, able to think strategically and manage the sales relationship. Thus, with regard to the financial part, we obtain the following structure of the process of managing revenues (e.g. hotel industry) ( fig. 3 ).
DEVELOPMENT OF MANAGEMENT
Implementing such a complex and multilevel process requires the ade-quate technical support that not only captures the facts of service delivery at the specific prices, but also allows developing scenarios and forecasts. It is clear that the cost of such systems does not allow them to be used in small businesses, that is, we can speak about the underutilization of sophisticated revenue management systems among hoteliers worldwide. Complex revenue management products are typically owned by large network hotels (e.g., Marriott (One Yield), IHG (Concerto), Choice Hotels (ChoiceEdge), and Best Western (Best Rev)).
Other hotels and hospitality businesses use different tools from Excel spreadsheets to heuristics ( fig. 4 ). This does not mean that the results they produce are not important, but such systems cannot do millions of calculations to, for example, add up to the best price per room. The disadvantage of complex revenue management systems is that there are usually difficulties with scaling and copying, as well as the need to hire professionals capable of working in them.
Thus, the emergence of new or small players does not necessarily select customers from known players, but instead focuses on the main market of small and independent hotels, which have the know-how to apply distribution and revenue strategies.
The penetration the revenue management systems into management of small hospitality businesses is still low. According to Hotel Tech Report, only 7 percent of the world's hotel business uses software to manage revenue and make pricing decisions. An Expedia Group survey shows that permeability is less than 3 percent (July 2017). The total figure quoted in the industry is anywhere from 10 to 20 percent, given that some of the largest hotel chains have their own technology.
The penetration the revenue management systems into management of small hospitality businesses is still low. According to Hotel Tech Report, only 7 percent of the world's hotel business uses software to manage revenue and make pricing decisions.
An Expedia Group survey shows that permeability is less than 3 percent (July 2017). The total figure quoted in the industry is any-where from 10 to 20 percent, given that some of the largest hotel chains have their own technology. The main revenue management tool is pricing, which, through price diversification for different customer segments, acts as both a sales regulator and a revenue generator ( fig. 5 ).
Revenue management applies to any business that has a relatively fixed perishable inventory capacity, manages demand (that is, through booking), has high fixed and low variable costs, and provides varying degrees of customer sensitivity to prices (Wirtz & Kimes 2007).
In recent years, a number of studies have been conducted on the impact of price discrimination on customer relationships, with the specific purpose of exploring how customers perceive revenue management tools and the potential conflicts that may result from their use. There are also several empirical as well as a number of theoretical studies that have identified factors that significantly affect fair price perceptions. Such factors are: the similarity of transactions and the choice of other comparative parties, the distribution of costs and profits and the signs of inequality, the buyer-seller relationship, the social norms and the knowledge of the market (Xia, Monroe & Cox 2004). In order to apply price discrimination, demand is broken down into several different price segments according to the client's sensitivity to prices. Hotel companies, offering multiple prices for virtually the same service, can increase revenue and reduce consumer surplus. However, since customers are accustomed to comparing prices with prices paid by other customers, as well as with the rates they have paid in the past, it is imperative that the motivation behind the different price levels is transparent.
While profit management involves more cost management, revenue management encompasses a wide range of revenue opportunities. As noted, a hospitality business can use a variety of levers to control its level and revenue structure: -Pricing. Pricing strategy and pricing tactics. The main goal is to predict cost and set specific prices to capture that value for different segments.
Pricing strategy dictates what an enterprise should do, pricing tactics determine what methods are used. Tactics involves creating pricing tools.
-Marketing. Price promotions allow companies to sell larger volumes of services, diversifying their prices. Revenue management techniques allow determining the customer response to the stocks to strike a balance between the volume growth and the profitability. An effective tool helps maximize revenue.
-Channels. Manage the revenue through different distribution channels. Channels are the system of relation with customers with different price sensitivities. For example, customers who book online are usually more price sensitive than customers who make reserva-tions by phone or in person. Different channels often have the different costs and margins associated with these channels. By using multiple channels, revenue management techniques can calculate appropriate levels of discounts through opaque channels to promote more services without losing the quality of public perception.
-Data collection. The hospitality enterprise revenue management process begins with data collection. The system must collect and store historical customer service data and behavior. Any data that reflects the details of the services offered, their prices, competition and customer behavior should be analyzed.
-Segmentation. Once relevant data is collected, market segmentation is a key factor in market pricing and revenue maximization. Success depends on the ability to segment customers into similar groups based on the calculation of customer price responses to specific products, based on time and place. Revenue management seeks to determine the value of a product in a very narrow micro-market at a specific point in time, and then chart customer behavior at the border to determine the maximum revenue from those micromarkets [1] . Market segmentation based on customer behavior is the most important factor for the next stepforecasting demand related to clustered segments.
-Prognostication. Revenue management requires forecasting various elements such as demand, inventory availability, market share and the overall market. Forecasting is an essential revenue management task and takes a lot of time to develop, maintain and implement; see Financial forecast. Quantitybased forecasts that use time series models, reservation curves, cancellation curves, etc., project future demand volumes, such as reservations or purchased products.
-Optimization. Optimization involves evaluating several options for how and to whom to sell your services. Optimization involves solving two important problems in order to maximize revenue. The first is to determine which objective function to optimize. The business makes the decision by balancing price optimization, total sales, contribution margins, or even customer value. Second, the business must decide which optimization technique to use.
-Dynamic re-evaluation. Revenue management requires a firm to constantly re-evaluate its prices, products and processes to maximize profits. In a dynamic market, an effective revenue management system continually re-evaluates the variables involved to move dynamically with the market.
In recent years, fairly sophisticated mathematical models have been developed, such as dynamic programming introduced by Talluri and Van Riesen [14] , which will allow us to more accurately determine the effective level and price system. Price bargaining is the determination of the minimum price that a seller must take for a lower level and is a popular control mechanism for hotel and car rental businesses. Models derived from developments in financial engineering are interesting but unstable and difficult to put into practice. Profit management tends to focus on environments that are less sustainable than financial markets.
Optimization can help an enterprise adjust prices and allocate capacity among market segments to maximize expected revenue. This can be done at different levels of detail: -Services (for example, booking different rooms, additional services); -by group of services (all premium numbers, all single numbers); -by market (hotel services, catering, supplies, sightseeing); -in general (all types of services provided by the company);
Conclusions. Revenue management is highly effective for the hospitality industry, as it has the multistream of revenue from different types of services and the individualized service (each product is different in terms of time, space or structural characteristics). Businesses which use revenue management have an effective cash flow management system and the ability to support management decisions. Predicting demand and flexibility in pricing for hotel services, supplies, sightseeing, and desires in advance, buyers will perform their own sorting based on price sensitivity, demand sensitivity or time of purchase.
Thus, the main purpose of revenue management is to provide the optimum combination of services at different price levels at different times or for different segments of customers. The system tries to maintain a distribution of services over time, which makes the flow of revenue balanced and high.
Effective revenue management maximizes (or at least substantially increases) revenue generation for the same number of service units, guided by high demand / low demand forecasts, effectively shifting demand from high demand periods to low demand periods and charging a premium for late booking. Although revenue management systems tend to generate more revenue, revenue streams tend to arrive later in the booking horizon as there is more opportunity to delay sales at premium prices. This approach makes it possible, through the introduction of a much larger number of price points, to respond to the diversity of interests and purchasing drivers of its customers.
